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Questions and answers week 1 (Glazing and coloring) 

Q: 

Currently I only have Custer spar, and lots of it.  Can I substitute that for the Kona F-4? 

 

A: 

A soda feldspar would be best, minspar if you don’t have Kona. I think G200 is also a potash 

spar. 

 

You could make the shino with Custer but most likely will get different results. The Malcolm 

Davis recipe has quite a bit of Neph Sye and also quite a bit of soda ash, so will already have a 

large amount of sodium, so using Custer - which is a potash spar - may not make a huge 

difference. I suggest testing it and not making a huge batch. 

 

Q: 

I go to class once a week (7-10pm) and can also come for few hours on weekends. Because I 

work, I do not have that much time, so I find it very difficult to finish glazing at one day. Can 

you glaze in stages? Let’s say that you did not get as much variation in soda ash coming to the 

surface as you wished. Could you go back and spray some more Shino over some parts? Can you 

do it days later? 

 

Also, I read that wood ash can be either sprinkled on wet Shino, like you did or can be dissolved 

in water and sprayed later. How late? Can I spray it several days after I glazed? 

 

We fire at cone 10 in reduction, but I have not seen much carbon trapping from the Shino at our 

place. I like the variation in color a lot - how can I increase carbon trapping? 

 

What is the difference between regular Shino and Malcom Davis Shino? 

 

A: 

Your question about not enough variation in soda ash coming to the surface. 

There are several things you could try, keep plastic around areas that you want more orange and 

let it set out longer or try spraying an area with more glaze, try spraying an area with soda ash 

mixed with water. For the soda ash mixture, mix as much soda ash into water as you can and still 

have it dissolve then spray lightly on areas you want more carbon trapping. I don’t think there is 

a problem spraying the pots days after initially glazing, just make sure not to use to heavy a 

spray to make the glaze run. 

 

Can you glaze in stages? 

Yes, I glaze over 3 days. I usually glaze mugs first since they are tall and narrow, I want to give 

them as much time as possible for some of the soda ash to migrate to the inside of the pot. You 

can glaze farther ahead. Sometimes I don’t get all the pots into the kiln, any leftovers I cover 

with plastic and they sit for a few weeks until the next firing and they keep the initial pattern 

created by the soda ash. 

 

Can you spray wood ash? 
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I haven’t tried spraying wood ash - try it, should be ok sprayed either right after the glaze dries or 

days later. 

 

How to get more reduction? 

Its hard to get good results if you do not have control of the kiln. If its in a class setting or a 

firing where several people have pots in the kiln, they are most likely doing a firing that covers a 

wide variety of gaze types. For shinos, I start a heavy reduction at cone 010 and gradually 

decrease the reduction through the firing rather than a specific body and glaze reductions. The 

firing is explained in more detail in the video on how I fire the kiln (3rd or 4th week). If there are 

areas in the kiln you are using that gets heavier reduction than others, try to place your pots in 

these areas. 

 

What is the difference between a regular shino and Malcolm Davis shino? 

Malcolm Davis shino is just one of hundreds of shino glazes. It has a bit more Neph Sye and 

soda ash than many of them and also includes redart. The redart is a high-iron clay that gives it a 

more orange color and increased sodium makes it more likely to carbon trap. Any shino that has 

soda ash in it can be worked with the same way that I work with Malcolm Davis shino. This just 

happens to be the recipe that I like and use. Another recipe called Dresang Shino gives similar 

results.  
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